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Abstract.

The breakdown ,occuring in the EXTRAP systemjn which a plasma is

immersed in the purely poloidal.strongly inhomogeneous external magnetic

fiekj.is analyzed.The division into four subsequent phases of the

development of these discharges is presented.lt is shown that the

toroidicity.the lack of electrodes and the external magnetic field strongly

affects the breakdown conditions.lt is emphasized that.in the presence of

the external magnetic field.the intGrnal radial electric field has to be

taken into account.Two different options for the start-up scenaria are

described.The discharge might either develop along the 0-line or at the

periphery of the dis farge.The essential parameters.which govern the

development are .-. * n to be the skin depth in the breakdown phase and the

degree of the me 7 n zaton.The advantages and the disadvantages of these

different scenario w listed.lt is pointed out that if the discharge starts

along the 0-line tf -»ionization might be full only in the close vicinity of

this line.Methoc t ;o improve the axial homogeneity during the breakdown

phase are descrr >ed.



1.Introduction.

The present inductive start-up sequence in the electrodeless toroidal

EXTRAP T1 {1} is generaly similar to that of the linear EXTRAP L1 which

has electrodes {2}.However,there are significant differences between

linear and toroidal devices arising from the toroidicity and the way of

inductively inducing a current into the electrodeless device.

We consider the start-up process as consisting of the following phases

in the evolution of the discharge:

1 .breakdown

2.the formation of the quasi-neutral plasma

3.the penetration and the influence of the magnetic field

4.the transition from partially ionized plasma to the fully ionized

state.

In the present study we outline the correct quantitative treatment of the .

breakdown processes in the toroidal device both with and without the

magnetic field and point out some peculiarities of this process in

EXTRAP.Our method is presented in Section 1 The behaviour of the

discharge at this stage is determined by the electron diffusion and the

motion in the arising internal electric field.

Between the breakdown and the formation of the internal magnetic field

there is the intermediate stage of the build-up of the quasi-neutral

plasma(with the electron densities of the order of 106 cm'3) and the

subsequent formation of the current channel.

The next step in the evolution of a discharge is the penetration of both

the external and the internal magnetic fields in a plasma.Two parallel

phenomena start to occur at this sta&a.The first one is the skin-effect in

the plasma.and the second is the magnetization of charged particles in the

inner core of a pinch.Namely charged particles: electrons first and then

ions get magnetized and their mean free paths change to the respective



Larmour radii .The condition for the magnetization quantitatively looks

like "We,!»1-
Depending on which of these two phenomena dominates during the

start up phase.the discharge may start first either in the center of the

discharge or develop at the periphery.

Both of these options have their advantages and disadvantages.which

we will discuss later in more detail.In the first case the number of

current carriers increase significantly only in the closest vicinity of the

zero line and the full ionization of the plasma occurs only in the inner

core .The bulk of the plasma is not fully ionized and it is surrounded by the

gas blanket. Neutral gas is heated up primarily due to charge exchange

collisions with ions.which on the other hand are unable to provide for the

ionization owing to the very low ionization cross section by ions at these

energies.As a result the large fraction of the energy input is wasted on the

dissociation of molecular compounds and the heating of the neutral gas and

wall structures.The main objective to this scenario is the difficulty to

raise the plasma temperature above a certain level.lt is well known from

the gas discharge physics{3} that only when the degree of ionization is

increased drastically the electron temperature is able to rise above values

of some electronvolts.On the other hand it should be mentioned that the

resulting plasma has a very low fraction of impurities.owing to no direct

contact with the wall.

Another scenario takes place if the skin effect dominates the discharge

firstJhe external electric field has a hollow profile and therefore the

discharge starts at the periphery.the peripheral plasma is heated up and

passes through the partially ionized state untill it is fully ionized and

heated up to higher temperatures.Finally the energy loss approaches the

input power.the electron temperature does not increase any more and the

skin effect.owing to the increase of the plasma
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conductivity,vanishes. Finally the ring of the fully ionized plasma

implodes inwards,leaving behind the fully ionized plasma bulk.The

resulting plasma is rather impure.

The paper is organized as follows.In Section 1 we present the theory of

the breakdown with the emphasis on the toroidal EXTRAP geometry.ln

Section 2 the theory of the skin effect during the breakdown in EXTRAP is

described and the estimate for the skin depth is obtained. In Section 3

conclusions and implications for the current toroidal EXTRAP experiment

are described.

1.Breakdown and formation of the discharge.

Already in the breakdown phase of the discharge.electrodes play a very

important role in the linear device.lons.produced by the primary electron

approache the cathode.which emit secondary electrons and avalanches are

produced.

In toroidal discharges without electrodes this mechanism is almost

absent.The production of primary electrons by electron-neutral collisions

has to balance the radial losses to the walls of the torus.lt affects

strongly the breakdown conditions as described below.

Moreover,the physical picture of the plasma breakdown in electrodeless

discharges is highly sensitive to the form and the magnitude of the

magnetic field. If there is no magnetic field at all initially the primary

electrons diffuse outwards much faster than ions.The appearing positive

space charge of the plasma confines electrons and aid the breakdown.lt

actually implies that once started the breakdown process will continue to

go on.Therefore calculations of the breakdown conditions may be

performed without accounting for space charges.The arising electric field

makes the breakdown easier to attain.because the resulting space charge

contributes in the positive way to the improved electron confinement.

On the other hand in the magnetic field the motion of charged particles is



drastically different.The Larmor radius is much larger for ions than for

electrons and ions are lost from the discharge much faster.Therefore the

remaining plasma gets positively charged and primary electrons are lost

from the discharge being pushed out by the arising electric field.lt means

that even when the conditions for breakdown are fulfilled initially.the

rising radial electric field might quench this process even when it has

already started.

We quantify the qualitative ideas described above.starting from the case

without external magnetic field at the initial stage of a discharge.The

breakdown process is governed by both the particle balance for primary

electrons:

dnQ/at+divJQ-nQV+Sgjrt (1)

and the Poisson equation:

div E-4ji(nrne) (2)

where n e and rij are densities of electrons and ions.v is the ionization

rate,Sext is the source of primary electrons.owing to the r.f.

power.applied externally and ] e is the total outflux of primary electrons.

It is well known from the gas discharge physics that the ionization

frequency v is an extremely sensitive function of the parameter E/p in the

range 10 to 50 V/cm.torr.ln Fig.2 the ionization frequency is shown as a

function of E/p for hydrogen.

The electron flux in a weakly ionized plasma is given by:

Je-De9radVbeE+Jdr ®

where D e is the diffusion coefficient of the primary electrons and b e is

their mobility both with and without external magnetk field. In the weakly

ionized plasma they are expressed through each other by the Einstein

relation.
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This relation is valid both for parallel and perpendicular coefficients

versus the magnetic field.

In eq.(3) j ^ is the current caused by the radial drifts.The direction of

this drift in EXTRAP is determined by the directions of the induced

electric field and the external electric field.lt should be mentioned

already at this point that this drift is not the only mechanism by which

electrons might be lost from EXTRAP discharges as assumed in certain

studies on this subject.

The system of Eqs.(1-2) can be significantly simplified assuming that at

the initial stage of the breakdown the radial electric field is very weak.As

already mentioned this assumption can be used for a system without an

external magnetic field.

Then combining Eqs.(1-3) we get in cylindrical coordinates:

dn/dt-D/rd(ran/3r)/3r-vn-0 (5)

Assuming that the solution of the Eq.(5) can be separated as:

n-noexp(gt)f(r) (6)

we easily get for the spatial part f(r) the following equation:

D/r3(rdn/8r)/ar+vf(r)-0 (7)

Taking into account the obvious boundary condition f(R)-0,we easily get:

f(r)-lo(Vxr) .where X-5.8D/R2 (8)

The breakdown occurs than the following condition is fulfilled:

v>5.76D/R2 (9)

The condition (9) is drastically different from the well known breakdown

condition for linear discharges:

exp(d_-1)-y1 (10)

where a and y are the first and second Townsend coefficients.

For the almost field free region in EXTRAP around the zero line the
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breakdown condition results in value E/p around -50V/cm.Torr for

hydrogen with filling pressures around lOOmTorr.

The pulse length for a given applied voltage.which is required to obtain a

certain value of the electron density n is derived from the Eqs.(5) and (6):

t»ln(n/no)/(v-5.76D/R2) (11)

For the case of EXTRAP we get x-2-3 iisec to attain densities of the order

1010cm-3.

Now we consider the case with the external magnetic field when EB drift

drives plasma particles inwards.Thus this effect makes the attainment of

the breakdown easier.Therefore we neglect it in the present study.As

already mentioned the appearing space charge may significantly alter the

breakdown conditions and both the particle balance for ions and electrons

should be taken into account:

tot/a>e
2 (12')

e 2 (12")

where v e t o t and ooe are the total collision and Larmour frequency for

electrons.

We take into account in expressions for ion and electron outflows the

internal radial electric field arising due to space charges.We also include

in our model that the current in the significant part of EXTRAP is driven

across the magnetic field unlike tokamaks.

Besides.in deriving Eqs.(12) we used the energy balance for a waekly

ionized plasma in its simplest form.

Substituting now Eqs.(3) into Eqs.(12) and taking the sum of Eqs.(12')

and (12"), we obtain in the cylindrical coordinates the well known Bessel

differential equation the solution:



Taking the same boundary conditions ne j(R)-0,we obtain the condition for

the breakdown in the strong poloidal magnetic field:

v>5.76De(1+Tj/Te)/2R2 (14)

Comparing now Eqs.(9) and (14),we conclude that breakdown occurs in the

field free region and the area with the strong octupole field for almost the

same voltage.The physical reason for it is that both the current and the

radial losses are driven across the external magnetic field.This effect

constitutes a drastic difference with tokamaks.where the breakdown

condition is much easier to attain due to the strong toroidal field.

On the other hand.the pulse length required to break down the region with

the large octupole field turns out to be significantly enchanced compared

to the area around the zero line:

R2) (15)

It implies that either the pulse duration or the breakdown voltage should

be increased in order to attain the breakdown in the octupole field

dominated area.

Considering now later stages of the breakdown.it should be noted that the

internal magnetic field.generated by the pinch current.leads to the

reduction of the total field at the periphery and the corresponding

enhancement in the inner core.As a result of this process first electrons

and then ions get magnetized in the previously field free region and the

breakdown occurs along the 0-line.

Quantitatively.it implies that both of the following conditions have to be

fulfilled simultaneously:

©eTe»1 and R2/452«1 (16)

where 5 is the penetration depth of the magnetic field.

On the other hand if the area around the 0-line is screened off from the

influence of the induced electric field by the skin effect.then the
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breakdown will occur at the periphery around the four X-point nulls.

Alternatively to Eq.(16),we get:

(oexe«1 and R2/482£1 (17)

In the next section.where the parameter 5 is calculated explicitly

Eqs.(16) and (17) will presented in the more elaborated form.which is

easier to use for practical purposes.

3.SKIN EFFFCT.

Here for the purpose of completeness we describe some of the essential

features of this effect and also the implications of it for the toroidal

EXTRAP.

Consider the distribution of the current density over the cross-section of

a conductor in which a non-zero and time-dependent total current is

induced.If the current rise time scale is short enough (the frequency of

Fourier components are high) the current tends to be concentrated only

near the surface of the conductor.This phenomenon is called the skin

effect in rigid conductors{4}.

The exact solution of the problem of the skin effect depends in general not

only on the shape and the static conductivity of the conductor but also on

the exact form of the ramp-up of the current pulse in it ,i.e. the nature of

the variable external magnetic field of the transformer.which induces this

electric field.

In the present study we assume that the induced electric field is

constant.However,we show that the skin effect still exist in

EXTRAP,owing to the varying in time of the plasma conductivity.lt allows

us to calculate the penetration depth of the induced electric field into the

plasma.Moreover we take into account that the plasma in EXTRAP is not

immediately fully ionized.but goes first in the process of the start-up

through a weakly ionized state.

Starting from Maxwell equations in the cylindrical geometry:
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(18)

(19)

and Ohm's law

jz-ö(Ez+vB/c) (20)

where v is the mass flow velocity and o is the plasma conductivity,

given by

o*mjme (21)

where t is the total collision time between electrons and all other

particles(for a fully ionized plasma it is determined by collisions with

charged particles), n0is the electron density and me is the electron mass.

Assuming that initially v-0 and combining Eqs. (18-20) we easily arrive

to the following equation containing only the electric field:

d2E/dr2+dE/rdr-4jcvoE/c2-0 (22)

Here.we have taken into account that the conductivity of the plasma rises

proportianally to the number of carriers:

da/dt-vo (23)

Assuming that a-const.we get the solution of Eq.(22):

E-Eolo(Vtir) (24)

where iMrcva/c2 and Ig is the Bessel function of the zerou order of the

complex variable.lt should be mentioned here that this treatment, which is

based on the expansion in Bessel series,is valid only if the skin effect is

weak.i.e. for small values of the plasma conductivity.The quantitative

condition looks like TJR2£1 .The reduction of the induced electric field along

the 0-line compared to the the plasma radius R has the form:

E{R}/E(0)-1-iiR2 (25)

which for T ]R 2 -1 implies values of E(R)«0.
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Substituting now the Eq.(21) into the Eq.(25),we get:

nR2e2nnvxVmÅi (26)

where we have introduced the degree of ionization t, defined as:

4-n/nn (27)

From the Eq.(25) it follows that the initial distribution of the neutral gas

is important for the analysis of the process of trie start-up besides the

initial distribution of electrons.In the present study we assumed that the

neutral gas is distributed uniformly inside the torus.

For physical parameters relevant to toroidal EXTRAP Eq.(26) results:

28.2R2pxv$<1 (28)

where p is in Torr.R is in cm.

On the other hand.for the same parameters the value of an in Eq.(l6) is

given by:

2.4.102ER£/p»1 (29)

where E is in V/cm,R in cm and p in Torr.

The combination of both Eqs.(28) and (29) governs the breakdown process

in the toroidal EXTRAP.

Finally among other effects.which are important.the influence of the

outward drifts.a.c.current drive,external r.f. and radiation sources of the

ionization and so on should he mentioned.

4.CONCLUSIONS.

The above treatment does not pretend to oe rigorous but only aims at

understanding the physics of the breakdown and the start-up of the

toroidal discharge,immersed in a purely poloidal.strongly inhomogeneous

magnetic field.and determining the basic parameters.which governs its

behaviour.The main results and conclusions are the following:

The toroidicity.the form of the external magnetic field and the applied

voltage are essential for the breakdown process.The governing parameters
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are found to be the skin depth and the degree of the

magnetization.Depending on their values during the breakdown the

discharge might either start along the zero line or at the

periphery.Calculations seem to be consistent with the experimental

observations.The sensitivity of the start-up process towards the values of

the filling pressure and the distribution of the neutral gas in a torus

follows from the derived criteria.

Another important point is the axial homogeneity of the breakdown in

EXTRAPAs in other devices without the strong toroidal magnetic field

EXTRAP is susceptible to the loss of the current channel through the

metallic structu ref .surrounding the plasma.The remedy to this difficulty

may be found in the pulsation of the current in the rods,leading to the

variation of the external magnetic field and inducing the axial toroidal

drift of primary electrons.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

FIG.1 A linear EXTRAP configuration is produced by a Z-pinch,generated

along the axis of an octupole vacuum field.induced by currents in four

rods.antiparallel to the current in the pinch.The resulting configuration is

bounded by a separatrix.defined by four X-points field nulls.

FIG.2 The ionization collision frequency versus the induced breakdown

voltage.
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